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THE  CITY  AND  COUNTY  OF  CARDIFF,  COUNTY  BOROUGH  
COUNCILS  OF  BRIDGEND,  CAERPHILLY,  MERTHYR  TYDFIL,  

RHONDDA CYNON  TAF AND THE  VALE  OF  GLAMORGAN

AGENDA ITEM NO. 4

THE  GLAMORGAN  ARCHIVES  
JOINT  COMMITTEE
10 December 2010

REPORT OF:
THE  GLAMORGAN  ARCHIVIST

REPORT FOR THE PERIOD
1 September to 30 November 

2010 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT

This report describes the work of Glamorgan Archives for the period 1 
September to 30 November 2010.  

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

Members are asked to note the content of this report. 

3. BACKGROUND

As part of the agreed reporting process the Glamorgan Archivist 
updates the Joint Committee quarterly on the work and achievements 
of the service. 

4. ISSUES

A. THE NEW GLAMORGAN RECORD OFFICE PROGRAMME

1. To complete outstanding projects
Launch year activities
Over the course of the year events have become an 
accepted part of operational service and as such are 
reported now under Access C1.

Publicity
The acceptance of the Bruce Collection (Lord Aberdare)
by the Government in lieu of inheritance tax attracted 
widespread publicity in the media.  Reports appeared in 
the South Wales Echo, Merthyr Express, Golwg and the 
Western Mail.  The BBC Wales website also ran the story 
as well as Wales Online.  The articles included images 
taken from the collection, including one of Edward Lear’s 
amusing pen sketches.  Susan Edwards, Glamorgan 
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Archivist, was interviewed for the BBC Radio Wales Drive 
Time programme and Richard Morgan, Archivist,
appeared on S4C’s Newyddion which ran an extensive 
piece on the collection, largely filmed in the Archives.

Careers Wales’ publications twice featured the Archives;
Education Business Partnership Directory, 2010-11, 
publicises the teacher training days held at the Archives 
and includes a photograph of Geoff Edwards, Senior 
Archivist, leading a tour of the building during a teacher 
familiarisation day.  The front cover of Partnership News 
autumn edition featured participants in the Business 
Ambassador workshop held at Glamorgan Archives, 
gathered in the front hall, illustrating a warm report of the 
event in the magazine

The winter issue of CyMAL magazine reported on the 
Heritage Lottery funded Skills for the Future project led by 
Glamorgan Archives.

Link 51’s newsletter showcased the company’s work in 
the building with an account of the style and design of 
racking for the strongrooms.  The newsletter was 
illustrated with images of the building and staff retrieving 
documents from the strongrooms.

Metalrax, a competitor racking company which sponsored 
the ICON conference held in Cardiff in March, are 
developing their website to appeal to the archive domain.  
The Glamorgan Archivist was interviewed for her views on 
what archive staff were looking for in terms of on-line 
advice and where they go to at present.  As a first step 
Metalrax have produced a DVD, A Glimpse inside 
Glamorgan Archives which gives a whistle stop tour of the 
office, concentrating on the conservation studio and 
strongrooms and using parts of an interview recorded by 
Susan Edwards last year as well as new recordings. 
Geoff Edwards, Mike Hodgson and Graeme Storey, who 
was working as a consultant in the conservation studio at 
the time of filming, all appear and talk about the building 
and the service.  The DVD will be a useful publicity aid.

Photographs from the Dowlais Iron Company collection 
appear in the book People Power. The Human Stories 
Behind South Wales’ Industrial Heritage.

Morgannwg, 2009 included news from Glamorgan 
Archives, with an in depth description of the new building, 
its design and photographs.
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Local Television Company Green Bay TV filmed part of a 
documentary on the Tonypandy Riots at Glamorgan 
Archives in September, to coincide with the centenary of 
the event.  Eddie Butler, former Welsh rugby international 
and television commentator, was filmed in Taf, consulting 
documents and photographs relating to the riots.  The 60-
minute documentary Tonypandy Riots, was shown on 
BBC One Wales and repeated on BBC Two Wales in 
November. Green Bay’s hour-long radio feature on the 
riots was aired on BBC Radio Wales.

A new series of the BBC Wales genealogical programme
Coming Home started at the end of November with actor 
Michael Sheen. Glamorgan Archives has been involved 
with three of the episodes, providing Catholic Church
registers for the Michael Sheen programme, filming in the 
searchroom for the episode on Sarah Green as reported 
in the last quarterly and providing family history 
information on Michael Ball.

Fit out: Signs
Celtic Signs fitted external signs to the building in 
October.  The building is now easily identifiable, with a 
silver logo and name on the Sloper Road side making it 
easy to spot on the approach to Clos Parc Morgannwg.  
The front carries the name Glamorgan Archives in Welsh 
and English in black and is visible from the far side of the 
retail park.

Furniture
To easily accommodate several groups at once across 
the building extra tables from the ‘kite’ range have been 
ordered.  

Public access IT
The DServe electronic catalogue has continued to be 
popular with researchers. However, several people have 
requested that it be made available on the internet, rather 
than solely in the building, and options are being explored 
(see C.1).

Some small tweaks to the parish register database have 
resulted in a simplified and more user-friendly navigation 
interface for the register images.

With so many resources now available via the pubic 
computers, there are occasions when all 8 PCs and all 5 
laptops have been in use. As a result, the acquisition of 
additional PCs for the searchroom is being considered.
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A trial of public printing in the searchroom has been 
launched. Until now, any images or documents that a 
researcher wanted to print had to be saved onto a USB 
memory stick and then printed by staff. Now the desktop 
PCs in the searchroom have been linked to a printer, 
allowing direct printing from websites such as Ancestry or 
from the parish register database. The printer is behind 
the staff counter so use of the facility can be monitored. A 
charge is made for copies produced for members of the 
public.

Snagging and payments
Acceptable solutions have been found for the shower and 
one-way glass issues and for the entrance to the top floor 
strongroom.  Evans Electrical has completed emergency 
lighting repairs identified as warranty issues.  Carillion 
have arranged for areas missed in decorating to be 
painted, typically, behind pillars and along door frames, 
and for plaster cracks to be filled.  Another lock has failed 
on an internal door and a replacement has been ordered.  
Regular maintenance visits from various contractors
continue.

JPR Phoenix submitted the access control systems in the 
building as an example of their work for the company’s 
annual inspection.  Senior staff visited the company’s 
monitoring station in Hengoed and a quotation for 
remotely monitoring the CCTV system from there has 
been received.  This would add considerably to the 
building’s security especially as JPR monitor the Retail 
Park, stadium and House of Sport.

The beginning of the cold weather has caused some 
problems.  Components in the underfloor heating system 
on the ground floor failed in the first few weeks of 
operation resulting in cold public rooms until the fault was 
identified and the parts replaced.  Two of the humidifiers 
also failed producing a lower than ideal humidity in the 
affected strongrooms.  Faults have been identified and 
either repaired or replacement parts ordered.  
Discussions are on-going as to whether these faults are 
warranty or wear and tear issues.

Carillion have passed on a copy of the 4projects database 
containing all the working plans of the building.  Tiger Fire 
has updated the fire plans submitted.

Final snagging has been delayed as all the necessary 
work had not been completed by 26 October, 12 months 
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from Practical Completion, and consequently the retention 
sum has not yet been paid to the developer. 

2. To develop staff
Building systems
A further training session was held by ACS engineers 
who built the building management system.  A method of 
longer term storage was recommended and a system is 
being explored to enable Archive staff to read the results 
over a longer period than is currently available. A follow 
up report from the meeting is awaited.

Staff have been shown how to adjust the underfloor 
heating system in the separate zones. It has taken some 
time for the zones to settle to appropriate temperatures 
this winter but staff now have more understanding of the 
system.

ICT and telephones
Development of the office’s telephone call management 
system has continued. The Glamorgan Archivist has 
recorded messages in both English and Welsh for the 
system and work is proceeding to make it live.

Emergency planning
The Conservator has compiled a Disaster Plan for the 
new office which is currently under review by senior 
management.

Several key staff received training as fire wardens.  The 
workshop included sessions on fire prevention and 
detection, the procedures for evacuation of other staff and 
the public and the basics of fire fighting.  As a result of the 
training a list of action points was drawn up.

B. THE COLLECTION

1. To develop existing service levels
Ensure consistency
Since 1 September 2010, 92 accessions have been 
received, slightly higher than during the previous quarter. 
A full list of accessions is given in Appendix I with detailed 
description of a sample selection.

67% of accessions were processed within the target time 
of 10 working days. This is a disappointing downturn from 
last quarter’s figure of 92%. Some of the collections 
received during the last three months have been 
substantial and the duty archivist has averaged a day a
week out of the office collecting or inspecting potential 
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deposits. Accessioning will be monitored for the coming 
quarter to ensure sufficient resources are devoted to this 
growing task.

CALM database
The Collections Archivist has continued to catalogue 
directly into the catalogue database of CALM. This 
enables new accessions to be made available to the 
public immediately via DServe within the building.

There remains a considerable amount of editing to 
complete in CALM.  Ways to move forward with this, 
which will require professional attention, are being 
considered.

Cataloguing
The Archives has accepted the administration of a CyMAL 
grant originally awarded to Cardiff Library to scope the 
manuscripts collection remaining in the library and survey 
its conservation needs.  The grant pays for 4 months of 
an archivist’s time, a conservator’s time for the survey and 
the costs of the National Preservation Office’s 
Preservation Assessment Survey (PAS) software and 
associated training.  The temporary post has been 
advertised with a view to having staff in post by 1 
December to maximise the grant which has to be spent in 
the current financial year.  A PAS workshop has been 
arranged in Glamorgan Archives for December as part of 
this project, training the Conservator, an Archivist and 
Cardiff Library staff in the methodology of the survey.  
They will be joined by a member of staff from Cornwall 
Record Office.  

The Project Archivist based in Swansea University is 
completing the final stage of cataloguing the records of 
the Cardiff Incorporated Chamber of Commerce 
(DCOMC) as part of the Wales Powering the World 
project. The collection will be returned in December.  A 
template designed for use in house by Glamorgan 
Archives was selected to list all business collections 
selected for the project. A detailed and comprehensive 
catalogue has been produced in CALM which will be 
easily incorporated into our existing database.

Staff made 13 visits to inspect or collect records  
including papers of Ann Clwyd MP in Aberdare, records 
of St Michael’s College, Llandaff and the South Wales 
Institute of Engineers in Cardiff.
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Following the acceptance in lieu of the Aberdare papers
the collection was assessed and listing updated.  It
includes an important series of letters written mainly to 
John Bruce Pryce (1784-1872) and Henry Austin Bruce 
(1815-1895), first Lord Aberdare. Individual letters are 
identifiable in the older ‘hard copy’ list produced soon 
after their deposit in the 1960s which contains brief 
descriptions of their content.  Increased publicity brought 
an increased demand for the original letters.  To avoid 
accumulative damage to individual items and to make 
their content more widely accessible, these and related 
correspondence in the Lyndhurst collection, are now 
being transcribed by volunteer staff for transfer to the 
Archives database of finding aids.

Lists to current standards for 90% of the collection have 
been added to CALM.  A conservation assessment 
accompanies listing. Individual volumes have now all 
been provided with their own purpose-made boxes. 
Approximately ten large standard (out of about fifty) 
boxes in poor physical condition have been discarded 
and their contents transferred to new boxes after 
cleaning. Listing has also enabled rearrangement of 
much of the filing and small items. The collection includes 
a wealth of papers relating to educational, agricultural, 
military and industrial matters, the development of 
Mountain Ash, and a large number of personal records of 
the Bruce family and their estate agents.

Future Accessions
In October the Women’s Art Association contacted us 
regarding the deposit of records upon the closure of their 
Cardiff office. Established in 1984 its purpose was to 
increase opportunities for women to enjoy and take part 
in artistic and cultural activities and to promote public 
awareness of their work. Staff will shortly visit the office 
the holdings which will form an addition to project papers 
deposited via the Women’s Archive of Wales in 2003.

The closure of Maskreys’ stores after 112 years of trading 
was announced in October. During its history the 
company would have created many records of permanent 
historical importance and we are anxious to do what we 
can to safeguard their long term survival. The Collections 
Archivist wrote to Robert Maskrey, executive chairman, 
the week following the announcement; we have not yet 
received a response.

Several meetings have taken place this quarter about 
potential accessions, all co-incidentally involving transport 
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archives.  Brian Hawker and other members of his 
working group visited the office and deposited additional
items for the M4 motorway collection.  Other records will 
be deposited, once sorted by the working group.  Pat 
Thompson, Special Projects Officer with Cardiff Council 
along with an assistant responsible for the Associated 
British Ports archive toured the new office and discussed 
the next steps in the deposit of the remaining records.  
Following the meeting a survey has taken place of 
material currently in a library store which will help resolve 
outstanding issues.  Also following a visit to the office, 
Chris Turner, a private collector of transport archives, has 
deposited the first items from his collection, mainly
records relating to local bus companies.

Conservation
Graeme Storey, the freelance conservator engaged to 
work on the CyMAL funded tithe plan project, Turning 
Back Time, started work in October and has spent 8 days 
to date working with Michael Hodgson on repairing tithe 
plans of:

• Eglwysilan 
• Wenvoe 
• Cowbridge 
• Pendoylan 
• Llantrythid 

The wall board was in regular use for the first time and 
the work progressed so well that extra plans were 
conserved in the time allowed.  The project proposal 
included a community engagement element which is 
being developed for next year when the final 7 days of 
Graeme Storey’s time will be used. Arrangements have 
been made for the visit of students from the Conservation 
course at Cardiff University to observe the reversing of 
early conservation procedures, and at a recent visit of the 
Llantrisant Local History Group several members 
volunteered to assist in some hands-on cleaning of maps.

A pricing structure for outside work has been submitted to 
the Management Team.

The Conservator and the Senior Archivist have devised a 
method to record and track material requiring 
conservation using the location database. Staff have 
been trained to recognise different levels of deterioration 
in records so they can more accurately report problems to 
the conservation team.
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Material Treated

Documents Volumes Maps/Plans Photographs Others
(Glass Negs.)

1740 (Approx) 490 55 327 193

Conservation work carried out during this period includes:

[D 742] 283 glass plate & sheet film negatives of Llandaff 
Cathedral taken between the 1950’s and 1970’s cleaned 
and repackaged.  Many of the negatives were stuck to 
their old sleeves due to the action of damp.  

[D736/1/3] A 1950’s British Rail poster (the very first item 
to be treated on the wall board.)

Volunteers
The estate papers of Blandy-Jenkins of Llanharan, have 
been identified as a high priority for conservation.  Part of 
this large collection needed cleaning and repackaging 
rather than interventive conservation and the Conservator 
has overseen volunteers working on this aspect during 
the quarter.

Box making
A total of 479 boxes have been made during this quarter, 
mostly for new accessions.  The National Library of Wales 
has asked whether Glamorgan would be interested in a 
joint box board order to reduce purchase costs.  Although 
there is no immediate need for board it is certainly worth 
exploring the option for future orders.

Equipment in Conservation
A freezer has been purchased for Isolation to treat 
infested and wet material. Freezing kills insects and stops 
the damage caused by water until the material can be 
dried.

A fume cupboard has been installed in the Studio
allowing solvents to be used safely in treatments such as 
sticky tape removal.  Clear plastic crates with lids have 
been sourced to store material awaiting treatment in 
Isolation.

New furniture has also been chosen for the conservation 
store including plan chests and cantilevered shelving for 
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storing rolls of paper and cloth. An inventory of materials 
has been compiled.

Digital records
Gary Tuson, County Archivist for Gwent met with the 
Glamorgan Archivist and Principal Archivist to discuss a 
draft plan for the preservation of digital records.  This plan 
was also presented to the Archives and Records Council 
of Wales and proposes a joint and shared approach to 
ensure the long term access to digital materials.  The 
strategy is to adopt a roadmap with priority actions shared 
between different offices, which will take account of the 
work going on in this field internationally, but will offer a 
pragmatic way forward with this technically complex and 
potentially expensive area of work.

Records management
A meeting of the South Wales Information Forum (SWIF)
took place at Glamorgan Archives in mid-September.  
Members reviewed the various advances in their 
respective authorities.  An updated list of participants in 
the Forum and their areas of responsibility with 
implementation of Freedom of Information and Data 
Protection has been compiled.  Glamorgan Archives has 
a less active role as local authorities make better 
provision for information management, but it remains a 
useful group for sharing news about records 
management.

2. To develop staff
CALM
New staff have been given an appropriate level of 
induction training in the use of the CALM database.

Digital preservation
New staff have been instructed in the use of the digital 
camera and photocopier. 

Staff training days were arranged with Rhondda Cynon 
Taf Library Service.  Public service staff visited Aberdare 
Library; saw the digitisation equipment in use and the 
resources available to the public.  Library staff in turn 
came to the Archives for a tour and introduction to 
searchroom sources and the Collection.  Staff of both 
organisations are now better able to advise enquirers.

C. ACCESS

1. To develop existing service levels
Ensure consistency in application of standards
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During the last quarter, 911 individuals visited the office, 
making a total of 1365 visits between them. Adding on the 
608 people who came as part of group gives a visit total 
of 1973, up almost 40% on the previous quarter and the 
most footfall seen since 2003. The number of remote 
enquires is also up 15% on last quarter. Overall, a 
promising end to 2010.

See Appendix II for full statistics. 

Visitor comments, extracted from the Comments book on 
reception, remain overwhelmingly positive: “most 
impressed”, “excellent facilities” and “helpful and friendly 
staff make research so much easier and enjoyable”.  One 
researcher did feel that document delivery was slower 
than other services, while another thought the 
searchroom was a little cold and that more power-points 
would be useful. The temperature issue has been 
resolved.  Someone else suggested that we should open 
on a Saturday, indicating that our extended opening 
hours would benefit from additional publicity.  
Interestingly, comments from the out-of-hours opening 
feedback forms include, “very quick service and made 
very welcome by staff”, “new building is 100% better than 
the old one” and “I think your service is first class”.

The way in which the public access team works has 
continued to evolve during the quarter. Several 
procedures have been revised and formalised, and added 
to the staff manual to ensure consistency in operation and 
to provide training material for new employees. One 
operational change has seen a member of staff placed on 
the reception desk for most of the day. Here they can 
assist researchers using the public PCs in the hall and 
make sure visitors do not have to wait at the counter for a 
member of staff to come out of the searchroom to assist. 
Although this has worked well, staff illness has meant that 
cover has not always been possible. 

The extended opening hour’s trial, begun in July, has 
continued to be popular, averaging 11 visitors on 
Saturday mornings and 7 on Monday evenings. The trial 
concludes in December, at which point the feedback left 
by visitors will be reviewed to inform any decision on 
permanently revising opening times. 

The feedback so far has been very positive.  An 
academic from Australia particularly appreciated the 
additional hours: “as a senior researcher from Australia, 
and thus able to conduct archival work for short periods of 
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time...extended hours of opening are extremely valuable 
in facilitating my work”. His partner, herself an archivist, 
noted: “staff are extremely helpful & knowledgeable. 
Great facilities - the Reading Room lighting and set up is 
particularly good. Travelling from Australia to assist 
spouse with research, the evening hours help to 
maximise the "work" hours available during the few 
weeks we are in the UK.” Several people commented that 
they would appreciate additional weekend or evening 
openings, including “I do hope you continue with the 
Saturday morning opening. It would be useful if you were 
open every Saturday, or at least once a fortnight”.

The only negative comments received concerned building 
signage, which has since been installed, and the failure of 
the electronic catalogue one Saturday morning. Being 
reliant on ICT for much of our operation now means that 
any interruption to the service, however infrequent, can 
be problematic. A backup copy of the electronic catalogue 
and location database is available for staff to use in the 
event of network problems, but this is not an ideal 
solution as it takes some time to prepare. The 
contingency plan for an ICT failure requires further 
development.

The 10 day target for responses to remote enquiries was 
met in about 66% of cases during the last quarter. This
slightly disappointing rate is principally due to a period of 
understaffing due to illness and the integration of new 
staff into the team during the quarter. Feedback for paid 
research has generally been positive, including such 
comments as “excellent value for money and a friendly, 
helpful service”. However, sending payments for research 
has been a problem for some overseas customers, 
particularly from the United States, where international 
money orders do not appear to be available. While we 
have been able to supply bank details to allow the direct 
transfer of funds, it would be far easier if it were possible
to establish an electronic payment method to allow 
overseas researcher to pay by credit card. Options to 
facilitate this have been explored with Cardiff County 
Council IT staff but are at present too costly although a 
solution continues to be sought.

Gather information on users
To monitor use of the public access PCs in reception, a 
click-counter has been used to keep a tally of the visitors 
who only use these machines. Previously, these people 
were not included in any visitor statistics.  On average, 12 
people a week are using the PCs in the hall, around 144 
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per quarter. This total has been included in the visit 
numbers in Appendix 2.

Develop remote access
One request made regularly by researchers has been for 
the electronic catalogue to be made available on the 
internet, rather than just the intranet as it is currently is. 
Security flaws identified by Cardiff ICT in the DServe 
catalogue software means that this is not possible, but 
other options are being explored. The Senior Archivist 
attended a CALM User Group meeting in Wolverhampton 
on 21 October, to see a demonstration of some new, 
online catalogue software, Collections Base from 
Orangeleaf. Although it was an impressive and user-
friendly product, it was designed for web-mounting 
catalogues from multiple institutions using different 
cataloguing software, rather than for a single institution 
wishing to put its catalogue online. So, while it may offer 
opportunities for the development of the Archives Wales
all-Wales archive catalogue, the future of the Office’s 
internet catalogue probably lies with CALMView from 
Axiell, the developers of CALM. Cardiff Council’s ICT 
department have a copy of the CALMView software, 
procured by CyMAL, and are unofficially testing its 
capabilities and security.

Meanwhile, development work has continued on the 
DServe intranet catalogue to set up electronic document 
ordering. Jon Lansley of Cardiff ICT has worked closely
with the Senior Archivist to enable this additional 
functionality, which will streamline the document ordering 
process for both staff and the public. By the beginning of 
November, a test version was working successfully. 
Three members of staff visited from Worcester Record 
Office to see a demonstration, as they are considering 
using the system on moving to their new office.  Another 
demonstration, this time to the access team, was very 
positively received, and following some further minor 
tweaks, it should be possible to initiate a trial shortly, 
probably for staff first before rolling it out to the public. On 
his departure, the Senior Archivist will be handing over 
the final implementation of the system to Hannah Price, 
the archivist with responsibility for Collections 
Management including CALM.

The Principal Archivist attended a meeting of the Wales 
CALM Group, a discussion group looking at issues of 
common interest.  This meeting resolved to have a public 
access systems set up with a shared standard for the
bilingual presentation of on-line catalogues. The need 
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for a shared solution to mount new collection level 
descriptions on the Archives Wales website was 
considered.  Currently the only method is laboriously to
cut and paste the data.  As a result the currency of the 
catalogue section of the Archives Wales site is being 
seriously compromised.

Promote programme of on-site events
On-site events are reported in Appendix III

Major events, attended by staff, have included meetings 
of the CyMAL Advisory Council, the Archives and 
Records Association, the Major Archive Buildings Plans 
Learning Exchange (MAPLE), the South Wales Records 
Society and the Glamorgan History Society.  All groups 
toured the new office and were suitably impressed by the 
improved facilities.  Groups on which the office is 
represented are making increased use of the building for 
their meetings, which is not only convenient for staff, but 
saves time and travel expenses.

Other groups welcomed include the Royal Commission 
on Ancient and Historical Monuments (Wales) and the 
South East Wales Libraries Consortium.  Meeting rooms 
in the building have been used by Cardiff County 
Council’s Job Evaluation team.  

Develop service to educational users
Schools
A Familiarisation Day for Primary School Teachers took 
place on 8th October. Eight local schools were 
represented. The teachers were given an introduction to 
the Office including a tour and demonstration of the 
electronic catalogue and resources, including the 
teaching resource pack available via the website. In the 
afternoon they attended a workshop where they were 
able to order original material and brainstorm their 
potential use in a classroom setting. 

A Year 6 Teacher at St Fagans Church in Wales Primary 
School commented ‘I will pass my experience/knowledge 
on to my colleagues who can then also access the 
archives.’  The Year 6 Teacher and History Curriculum 
Co-ordinator at Sully Primary School, commented ‘I really 
enjoyed the day and am now aware of how to access 
different sources and prepare school resources for 
primary children. I hope to use Glamorgan Archives for a 
school visit in the future.’
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In September David Ward of Careers Wales visited with 
teacher colleagues representing special educational 
needs services in South Wales. The group were given a 
tour of the building and an introduction to the types of 
sources held here. The purpose of the visit was to 
encourage people working with children with Special 
Educational Needs to visit the Glamorgan Archives and 
utilise the facilities. Feedback from the event was very 
positive and we hope to continue collaborative working in 
the future.

Fifteen year 9 school pupils from Cardinal Newman 
Roman Catholic Comprehensive School visited as part of 
the Education Business Partnership Work Visit 
Programme. The pupils were provided with a workbook 
which they needed to complete as they moved through 
the building meeting staff and learning about the work of 
the Archives and the different roles of staff. The Rhondda 
Cynon Taf World of Work Co-ordinator subsequently 
contacted the Archives to see if we would be prepared to 
participate in similar future events. We therefore hope to 
become a regular contributor to the Work Visit initiative.

Universities
The Senior Archivist attended a careers fair for history 
students at the University of Glamorgan’s Treforest 
campus, where he was part of a panel of graduates of 
history and related disciplines answering questions about 
their careers. The event was intended to encourage 
students to think about potential career paths to pursue 
after graduation. It was also a useful vehicle for 
publicising the Glamorgan Archives as a centre for 
academic research.

Louise Cordery, Archivist, attended the Business 
Archives Council ‘Meet the Archivists’ day in London in 
November.  The event was designed to explore ways in 
which new research students can identify and use 
business records in a surprising variety of different 
research fields.  About 60 students attended the event 
and heard talks on how to find and use business 
archives.  This was followed by a sandwich lunch around 
the archive expositions where the researchers could meet 
with archivists and discuss their research.  Most of the 
other archive services represented at this event were 
specialised business archives, and Glamorgan was the 
only archive service from outside London.  A number of 
the students who spoke to Louise discovered new 
sources available for their research and expressed an 
interest in visiting in the future. An offer has been made 
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to host a future event in Glamorgan Archives to attract 
academics from Wales and the west of England.

The First Friday group of students met twice in the 
quarter.

The Glamorgan Archivist attended the launch of Cardiff 
University’s newly integrated history, archaeology and 
religious studies department, C-SHARE, at the National 
Museum of Wales.

Liaise with heritage initiatives
The Heritage Lottery Skills for the Future project Caring 
for Local Communities’ Heritage (CLOCH) has 
progressed to the submission of a training plan which has 
to be approved by HLF before funds to start the project 
will be released.  

The Women’s Archive of Wales HLF project is nearing 
completion.  The Heritage Roadshows have finished but 
the digitised images and audio files are still to be finally 
transferred to the People’s Collection site where they will 
be publically available.  The Glamorgan Archivist has 
attended meetings with both organisations to progress 
this work.  She also attended the WAW conference and 
Annual General Meeting.

Cllr. Ann Rowland-James and her colleague met the 
Glamorgan Archivist to discuss setting up a community 
archive in Llandaff North where an enthusiastic group 
have begun meeting. Members of the group 
subsequently visited for a tour and document display.

The Glamorgan Archivist attended an event at the 
Senedd to celebrate the transfer of the Cardiff Library 
Rare Books Collection to Cardiff University.

She also attended the annual meeting of the Glamorgan 
County History Trust in Penrice Castle.

The Principal Archivist attended meetings of the 
Glamorgan Family History Society.

The Principal Archivist also attended several meetings in 
her capacity as Vice-Chair of the Archives and Records 
Council of Wales (ARCW), including the People’s 
Collection Wales, Learning Advisory Group.  The learning 
area of the People’s Collection website site is still under 
construction but a Leaning Strategy has been completed 
and is in its final form.  She also attended Archives and 
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Records Association (ARA) Consultative Forum, a new 
body which has yet to establish a plan for its role as a UK 
body although it is anxious to include the home nations.  

At the AGM in November ARCW confirmed the Principal 
Archivist as Chair, a post she will occupy for two years.

Manage programme of external events
Jenny Jones, Information Officer, attended the Merthyr 
Dyfan Cemetery Open Day in September.  The event was 
organised by Barry Borough Council and the Friends of 
Merthyr Dyfan Cemetery.  It was well attended and Jenny 
was kept busy answering enquiries throughout the day. 
Plans of gravestones in the cemetery had been found 
amongst records of Barry Urban District Council and 
scans of some of these were taken to the event, along 
with photographs of the actual gravestones which Jenny 
had photographed.

Laura Russell, Archivist and Stefan Walker, Records 
Assistant, attended the annual Glamorgan Family History 
Society Open Day at Llantrisant Leisure Centre. The 
event was an opportunity to promote Glamorgan Archives 
and to offer advice on how the Collection could be used 
by Family Historians.

The Senior Archivist represented the Office at the 
Gelligaer Historical Society conference at Llancaiach 
Fawr. An interesting programme included talks by Brian 
Davies, curator of Pontypridd Museum, on William
Edwards – Bridge Builder, Dr. Paul O’Leary, Aberystwyth 
University, on the Irish in South Wales, and Gethin 
Matthews, Cardiff University, on the Welsh Voices of the 
Great War Project. 

Two members of staff attended the Life Stories event at 
the National History Museum. This free event was 
intended to explore the value and popularity of stories 
about people’s life experiences. Various sessions took 
place around the museum, including formal talks and 
drop-in sessions. Glamorgan Archives’ staff were 
available were to give advice about using archival 
sources to research family and local history.

The Llafur Day School held in November commemorated 
the Tonypandy riots of 1910 and the subsequent strike of 
1910-11.  It was introduced by Leighton Andrews, AM for 
the Rhondda and Minister of Education.  The Principal 
Archivist attended and was able to outline to delegates 
sources held relevant to this strike and others in the area.
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Develop website
The website newsfeed was updated with a report Buried 
Alive, telling the story of the rescue of five miners in the 
Tynewydd Pit Disaster in 1877, prompted by the dramatic 
rescue of the Chilean miners in October.  

Directions to the office were rewritten following feedback 
that the previous version was unclear. 

2. To develop staff
Identify training requirements for public access IT and 
group access
Staff have been shown the main websites and databases 
available to the public but no further training has been 
instigated during the quarter.

D. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

1. To develop existing service levels
Maintain appropriate levels of staffing
Melissa Beard, Records Assistant left in September to 
train as an occupational therapist. Following 
advertisement Heather Coutanche of Bridgend was 
appointed on a one year contract and started in October.

Laurie Birch, formerly with Merthyr Tydfil CBC, was
appointed to the vacant Administrative Assistant post and 
started in November.

The Senior Archivist resigned his post effective from the 
beginning of December to emigrate to the United States.  
Recruitment has begun.  

Continue commitment to IiP
The Office has committed to the Leadership and 
Management module of Investors in People with Dr 
Patricia Evans-Westlake as advisor.  The Glamorgan 
Archivist has, with Dr Evans, drawn up an action plan for 
achieving the module.  As a first step the current Core 
Values are being reviewed with staff consulted on 
possible gaps revealed through the new operational 
systems imposed by the new building. Senior staff 
attended an evening meeting of the Westlake-Evans 
Group at which leadership and management methods 
were presented and discussed.

The Glamorgan Archivist attended a meeting of the 
Lifelong Learning UK Country Panel on which she 
represents Archives and Records Council Wales.  LLUK 
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have recently     produced a set of National Occupational 
Standards for the Library Archive and Information 
Services sector.  LLUK staff have consulted with the 
Glamorgan Archivist on the practical application of these 
standards.  They will be used in place of existing 
competency frameworks for operational staff and should 
be very useful as they break down into separate elements 
tasks such as document production or telephone 
answering.  Their use will underpin induction training for 
new staff.  Glamorgan Archives is being used as a case 
study by LLUK in its launch of the NOS.  She also 
attended a meeting of CQFW at which the NOS were 
mapped to the proposed national framework.

Monitor office systems to ensure compliance
All staff posts have been evaluated by the Cardiff County 
Council Job Evaluation team and signed off by senior 
staff. Contracts are being drawn up following full staff 
consultation.  Staff should transfer to Cardiff County 
Council contracts during the current financial year.  The 
Glamorgan Archivist’s post is now in the job evaluation 
process and is unlikely to transfer at the same time.

Staff from Cardiff County Council’s Audit section met the 
Glamorgan Archivist to discuss audit processes and 
requirements.

Cardiff CC facilities management staff have examined 
maintenance contracts to ensure all necessary areas are 
covered.  Following their report arrangements have been 
made for PAT testing to be carried out.

Contracts have been agreed with Cardiff Lift for both lifts 
in the building and with Paramount Doors for the rear 
roller shutter.  Both are the fitting companies. Paramount 
have carried out maintenance on the roller door and the 
three electronic window shutters at the back of house.

The inspection by Allianz for the Council’s insurers 
revealed the lack of a Hot Working policy.  This has been 
rectified and a monitoring and control system established 
with appropriate forms.

Review policies and service charges
Costs for renting shelf space, currently vacant, in 
strongrooms have been finalised in response to an 
increased level of interest from local heritage sector 
organisations. One local museum is close to agreeing 
terms for a period of up to two years while its stores are 
refurbished.  
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To develop staff
Complete staff training on CCC systems
The newly appointed Administrative Assistant has been 
authorised for the SAP procurement system.

Manual handling training sessions were held for all 
members of staff. Consisting of a mix of theory and 
practical exercises, the training was intended as an 
induction for new staff in the principles of safe manual 
handling, as well as a reminder to established staff. The
sessions were run by a trainer from Cardiff Council, and 
the attendees completed Modules A and B of the All 
Wales Manual Handling Training Passport and 
Information Scheme.

Following the training given to six members of staff at the 
end of August, assessment of all workstations began this 
quarter to ensure they are set up to minimise any risk to 
the staff using them. Volunteers and members of the 
public are also to be advised on how to adjust their chairs 
and any ICT equipment to ensure safe and proper use.

The Administrative Officer and the Information Officer 
attended a training session on Information Governance 
for Council staff.

Investment in Volunteers
Work experience placements of two weeks were given to 
two graduates considering a career in archives, and a 
one-week placement to a pupil at Bryncelynog School.

During the quarter 16 volunteers (ten of whom are still 
involved at the end of the period) contributed 550 hours to 
the work of the office. Cataloguing of building plans  
from Maesteg and Porthcawl councils was completed and 
work has moved on to plans from Penybont RDC. 
Volunteers are also working at inputting and editing
catalogues on the CALM database, sorting, listing and 
packaging new accessions and transcribing letters in the 
Bruce family papers written to H. A. Bruce (the first Lord 
Aberdare) from figures such as Gladstone, Queen Victoria 
and Edward Lear.

For volunteers looking for a variety of experience 
(perhaps because they wish to apply for an archive 
training course) a timetable has been introduced,  
assigning them each week to work in a different section of 
the office such as conservation, public services or 
collection management.
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The Glamorgan Archivist spoke to a meeting of the Wales 
region, ARA, in Llandudno on the commitment to 
volunteers in Glamorgan Archives.

One volunteer, along with his support worker, has been 
working for four hours a week over an eight week period. 
His formal placement via Elite came to an end on 28th

October and he has found the experience so beneficial 
that he has continued to volunteer on his own. On 
completion of the placement a letter of thanks was 
received: ‘You put a lot of thought into it [the placement] 
to ensure that he had variety and saw different elements 
of the organisation. You have been very supportive of the 
whole process...This has definitely built up his confidence 
and given him a purpose’.

Time spent with both this and a second volunteer with 
Asperger’s syndrome, has increased staff recognition of 
the condition and suggested ways to help users who may 
be on the spectrum.

Living the Poor Life
Following a nation wide launch on the 16th August the 
project has attracted a great deal of media interest. Dr 
Paul Carter, Project Director and Principal Modern 
Records Specialist at The National Archives, has filmed a 
short feature on the project for BBC1’s The One Show. 
Although filming takes place at the Southwell Workhouse, 
near Basford, Nottinghamshire the feature will 
undoubtedly raise a great deal of interest in the Cardiff 
Union.

The British Association for Local History (BALH) have 
employed a grants manager to start looking at the various 
funding bodies which could support the project and, once 
a funder has been identified, to begin building the bid
itself. BALH will also be organising a conference on the 
project, to be held in London next April, which will consist 
of case studies to be presented by group members 
themselves. 

PACR
No further work has been done under this task although 
the Conservator has begun to compile a portfolio of work 
now that he is carrying out professional techniques in the 
Studio.
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SUMMARY
The first year of occupation is almost at an end and although small 
snags, minor items of fit out and internal signage remain to be 
completed staff and users have settled into their new environment.  
Transfer to Cardiff Council contracts has not yet been completed but 
the finalisation of the establishment and the completion of the job 
evaluation process has reassured staff.  Services continue to evolve to 
match the available facilities, greatly helped by user feedback.  As this 
report demonstrates, improvements are still being sought to some 
issues in a process which is likely to become standard operational 
practice.  It is particularly encouraging to note the gradual increase in 
use across the year, a trend which I hope to be able to maintain.  
Another feature of the year has been success in attracting external 
grants.  Overall the launch year has been a great success on which the 
service will be able to build in the years to come.  

5.  LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
The Glamorgan Archivist is appointed by the Committee to manage the 
joint archives service on behalf of the Committee; to exercise the duties 
powers and functions of the parties under the enactments agreements 
and instruments set out in the Joint Archives Committee agreement 
dated 11 April 2006; to comply with national standards for archive 
keeping; to satisfy the requirements of the National Assembly for Wales 
with regard to archive services; to provide the services agreed by the 
parties; and to develop such additional services as may be appropriate. 

The Glamorgan Archivist acts at all time under the direction and 
supervision of the Committee and the quarterly reports of the 
Glamorgan Archivist to the Committee enable the Committee to 
discharge its duty to provide maintain and develop a joint archives 
service for the parties.

6.  FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. The 
activities identified in the report are funded from within the 2010-11 
revenue budget supplemented if necessary by the General Reserve. 
The current, unaudited, balance of the General Reserve is £571,130. 

Susan Edwards
Glamorgan Archivist
30 November 2010 
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Local Government Act 1972

As amended by the

Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985

GLAMORGAN ARCHIVES JOINT COMMITTEE

REPORT OF THE GLAMORGAN ARCHIVIST

Agenda Item     : WORK OF THE RECORD OFFICE 
1 September to 30 November 2010 

Background Papers

Searchroom handlists.

Officer to Contact:  Susan Edwards – 029 2087 2200
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Appendix 1: Accessions
Glamorgan Family History Society Records, Sep 2010
Accession No: 2010/236 Reference No: D37
Journal No 99.

Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council Records, Sep 2010
Accession No: 2010/237 Reference No: CMT
Alteration to the register of electors.

Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council Records, 2010
Accession No: 2010/238

2010/245
2010/250
2010/254
2010/257
2010/264
2010/268
2010/269
2010/273
2010/277
2010/293
2010/296
2010/302
2010/310
2010/317
2010/318
2010/324

Reference No: CRCT/C

Committee papers.

Councillor John Smith Papers, 1990-1991
Accession No: 2010/239 Reference No: D14
Lord Mayor of Cardiff: programme of engagements, text of speeches, correspondence regarding 
Cymanfa Ganu.

Caerphilly Male Voice Choir Records, 1967-2004
Accession No: 2010/240 Reference No: D733
Minutes, programmes, diaries and correspondence.

South Wales Model Powerboat Federation Records, 1972-1996
Accession No: 2010/241 Reference No: D734
Minutes, correspondence, accounts and rule books.

Caerphilly County Borough Council Records, Sep-Nov 2010
Accession No: 2010/242

2010/278
2010/316

Reference No: CCAE

Alterations to register of electors.

Cor Cochion Caerdydd Records, 2009-2010
Accession No: 2010/243 Reference No: D254
Correspondence, leaflets and a photograph album.

Palestine Solidarity Campaign Records, 2007-2010
Accession No: 2010/244 Reference No: D358
Correspondence and leaflets.

Cardiff Methodist Circuit Records, 1876-1968
Accession No: 2010/246 Reference No: DWES
Wesley Sunday School, Wesley Lane, Cardiff, visitors' book; also used by visitors at the opening of St 
Paul's Community Church, Loudon Square.
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Dr Goronwy Alun Hughes of Corwen Papers, 1903-2010
Accession No: 2010/248 Reference No: DX555
Correspondence relating to family history research.

William Albert Morris of Pentre Collection, 1890s-1950s
Accession No: 2010/249 Reference No: D735
Disc containing scanned images taken from the photograph albums of William Albert Morris. The 
majority of the photographs were taken by W A Morris although a small number have been included 
which were taken by other family members and friends.

Councillor Ray T Davies Papers, 1983-1985
Accession No: 2010/251 Reference No: D316
Papers relating to the miners’ strike.

Cardiff City and County Council Records, Aug-Oct 2010
Accession No: 2010/252

2010/265
2010/274
2010/298
2010/311
2010/319

Reference No: CC/C

Committee papers.

C W Harris of Porth Collection, 1955-1959
Accession No: 2010/253 Reference No: D736
British Railways Western Region posters.

Bowles and Son Tobacconists of Cardiff Records, 1924-1939
Accession No: 2010/256 Reference No: D417
Pamphlet providing details of the 'Maturing Room', cigar price list enclosed (Dec 1939); 16 brochures 
'Concerning Tobacco' illustating varities of cigars on sale (1924-1939); b&w copy photograph showing 
the counter at 9 James Street, Cardiff (c1950s); b&w photograph taken during a staff outing (1950s).

Womens' Archive of Wales/Archif Menywod Cymru Records, 2010
Accession No: 2010/258 Reference No: DWAW7
WAW Annual Report 2009-2010 and newsletter (Sep 2010).

Michael Slack of Newport Collection, 1951, 1984
Accession No: 2010/259

2010/267
Reference No: D737

Articles and papers on the subject of electricity supply in South Wales.

Glamorgan History Society Records, 1950-1981
Accession No: 2010/260 Reference No: DGHS
AGM minutes (1955-1972, 1974); Council and Committee minutes (1950-1978); correspondence 
(1958).

Crawshay Family Papers, 1914-2008
Accession No: 2010/261 Reference No: DCR/F
Two studio photographs of Mervyn Crawshay in uniform (c1914); handwritten copy of the the final letter 
written by Mervyn Crawshay to his parents (Sep 1914); card containing a photograph of a dog with note 
on front cover 'Wishing you both a happy Xmas 1931' (1931); newspaper cuttings(1979-1997); letter 
from Carole Marshall to Sylvia Crawshay concerning family connections (4 Jul 2008).

Cardiff and District Soroptimist International Records, 1981-2009
Accession No: 2010/262

2010/295
Reference No: D220

Minutes, secretary's notes, membership records, study day papers and photographs.

Wales Assembly of Women Records, 1990s
Accession No: 2010/263 Reference No:
Research material and correspondence.
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Skewen Parish Records, 1920s-2007
Accession No: 2010/266 Reference No: P220CW
Minutes of the Parochial Church Council and various commities, newsletters, accounts, Burial Board 
and Sunday School records.

Llandaff Diocesan Mothers' Union Records, 1930s-2010
Accession No: 2010/271 Reference No: DMUL
Photograph albums, newsletters, programmes, forms of service and fiancial papers. 

Dr Elwyn Williams of Cardiff Papers, 1940
Accession No: 2010/272

2010/300
Reference No: D738/2

Original diary of Dr Williams, includes transcript. 

Llandaff Society Records, Autumn 2010
Accession No: 2010/275 Reference No: DLDS/1
Newsletter no 116.

W A Call of Monmouth Photographs, c1920s
Accession No: 2010/276 Reference No: D739
Mounted photographs of Llantwit Major.

The Venerable David S Lee Papers, 2010
Accession No: 2010/279 Reference No: DX926/3
'Parsons and Partners. Family Tales and Trees' by David and Mavis Lee.

Llancarfan Society Records, Oct 2010
Accession No: 2010/281 Reference No: DLNS
Llancarfan Society Newsletter 143.

Llangeinor Burial Board Records, 1887-1921
Accession No: 2010/282 Reference No: BUBLG
Burial registers, grave purchase registers for Pwll-y-pant Cemetery (Ogmore Vale) and Gelliron 
Cemetery (Pontycymmer).

Ewart Parkinson Papers, 1960s-1980s
Accession No: 2010/283

2010/306
Reference No: D563

Ewart West Parkinson personal papers (inlcuding lecture notes and foreign tours), papers of the 
campaign of the Llanishen Reservoir Action Group.

Ogmore and Garw Urban District Council Records, 20th century
Accession No: 2010/284 Reference No: UDOG/BU
Burial records for Pwllypant Cemetery (Ogmore Vale), Gelliron Cemetery (Pontycymmer), Blaenogwr 
Cemetery (Nantymoel) and Glynogwr Cemetery.

Llandyfodwg Burial Board Records, 1888-1915
Accession No: 2010/285 Reference No: BUBLD
Burial records for Blaenogwr Cemetery (Nantymoel).

Ogwr Borough Council Records, 1960-1997
Accession No: 2010/286 Reference No: DCOG
Burial records for Blaenogwr (Nantymoel), Bridgend, Gelliron (Pontycymmer), Glynogwr, Laleston, 
Maesteg, Pencoed, Porthcawl, Pwllypant (Ogmore Vale), Sarn, and Cornelly Cemeteries.

Penybont Rural District Council Records, 1936-1972
Accession No: 2010/287 Reference No: RDPB/BU
Burial records for Sarn Cemetery.
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Porthcawl Urban District Council Records, 1934-1974
Accession No: 2010/288 Reference No: UDPC/BU
Burial records for Porthcawl Cemetery.

Llangynwyd Burial Board Records, 1883-1939
Accession No: 2010/289 Reference No: BUBLLA
Burial records for Maesteg Cemetery.

Bridgend Urban District Council Records, 1894-1971
Accession No: 2010/290 Reference No: UDBR/BU
Burial records for Bridgend Cemetery.

Pyle Civil Parish Records, 1925-1972
Accession No: 2010/291 Reference No: P87
Burial records for Cornelly Cemetery.

Maesteg Urban District Council Records, 1938-1972
Accession No: 2010/292 Reference No: UDM
Burial records for Maesteg Cemetery.

Michaelston-super-Ely Parish Records, 1972-2010
Accession No: 2010/294 Reference No: P44CW
Baptisms (1996-2007); marriages (1972-1994); service registers (1982-2010) and parish history booklet.

Lewis family of Barry Papers, 1920s-1940s
Accession No: 2010/297 Reference No: D740
Papers include correspondence, photographs and negatives.

Penarth and District CYTUN Council of Churches Records, 1989-2004
Accession No: 2010/299 Reference No: DPENCC
Minutes of Council, Executive, AGM and Evangelism committee.

Vaynor and Penderyn Secondary School Records, c1910-1990s
Accession No: 2010/301 Reference No:
Vaynor and Penderyn Secondary School: admission registers, pupil records.

The Motorway Archive Trust Records, 1986-2010
Accession No: 2010/303 Reference No: DMAW
Motorway Archive minutes, correspondence and papers relating to A55 and the M4 ( Morriston Bypass).

St Michael's College Llandaff Records, c1894-2008
Accession No: 2010/304 Reference No: D741
Trustees' minutes and correspondence; papers re the fabric, planning, accounts, war damage and
inspections; college newsletters and magazines; account books and photographs.

Dennis Sellwood of Llanbradach Papers, 1908-2009
Accession No: 2010/305 Reference No: D163
Correspondence following publication of 'The Friendly Invasion'; Report of enquiry into proposed 
development at Ruperra Castle; wall calendar, Charles Morgan, baker, Caerphilly, 1908; Llanbradach 
Workmen's Social Club photographs.

Penarth Past Papers, 1911-1997 
Accession No: 2010/307 Reference No: D718
Papers and casette tapes relating to the publication of 'We Remember it Well'.

Women's Archive of Wales/Archif Menywod Cymru: Sustinah Jane Evans papers, 1919-
1965
Accession No: 2010/308 Reference No: DWAW48
Photographs relating to her career as a nurse.
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Pontypridd Historical Centre Collection, 
Accession No: 2010/312 Reference No:
Pontypridd UDC and Taff Ely Borough Council records

Stanley Travers Collection, 1950s-1970s
Accession No: 2010/313 Reference No: D742
Negatives and prints.

Cardiff County Court Records, 1898-1979
Accession No: 2010/320 Reference No: ACA
Cause books, Ordinary Actions books, Plaint and Minute books, registers of bankruptcy petitions,
divorce causes books.

Idris James Horrell of Caerphilly Records, 1901-1972
Accession No: 2010/321 Reference No: D743
Caerphilly Chamber of Trade minutes and correspondence, Caerphilly Local Plan Report of Survey.

Llandough Women's Institute Records, 1949-2010
Accession No: 2010/322 Reference No: DXNO16
Minutes of meetings and of Committee, secretary's annual reports, churchyard survey of St Dochdwy 
Church, photo albums, scrap books and certificates.

Llantrisant and District Local History Society Records, 2010
Accession No: 2010/323 Reference No: D134
Annual Report, 2009-2010.

South Wales Institute of Engineers Records, 1857-2007
Accession No: 2010/325 Reference No: D217
Minutes (1957-1873, 1950-1963, 1992-2007); SWIE Benevolent  Fund minutes and cash book (1938-
2007), membership records, photo album 'Trip to Holland' (1925), byelaws correspondence.

South Wales Baptist Association Records, 1912-1924
Accession No: 2010/326 Reference No:
Minutes, accounts and reports.

Glamorgan Federation of Women's Institutes, South East/ Bro Hafren Group Records, 
1949-2008
Accession No: 2010/327 Reference No: D744
Minute books of group meetings and president's meetings.
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Notable Accessions:

Dr Elwyn Williams of Cardiff Papers
Accession: 2010/272
Reference: D738
Dr Elwyn Williams (1903-1973) was born in Swansea where his father William 
Harries Williams (1870-1928) worked at the retail store, Ben Evans Ltd. He 
graduated in 1926 and gained the position of junior master at Cardiff High 
School for Boys. In 1952 he became Deputy Headmaster, in all he spent 41 
years at the school. 

In 1940 Williams was an Air Raid Warden in Rumney. Following the 
establishment of the Rumney Home Guard in 1941 or 1942 he was appointed 
2-i-c of an Anti-Aircraft Battery, that was stationed on Penylan Hill, to defend 
the northern approaches to the Docks and Power Station.

He had various articles published in the Army Quarterly and Y Cymrodorion 
and he also published a short history of the Poor Law in Rumney and for 
many years reviewed books for the Western Mail. He developed an interest in 
tracing surnames and after many years of study wrote up his research notes 
and sent them to University College London, they awarded him a PhD.

This 1940 diary records, in great detail, his time spent as an Air Raid Warden 
and provides a fantastic insight into life in war time Cardiff.  

Burial Registers
Accessions: 2010/282, 2010/284-2010/292
References: BUBLG, UDOG/BU, BUBLD, DCOG, RDPB/BU, UDPC/BU, 
BUBLLA, UDBR/BU, P87, UDM
Burial records created by burial boards, urban districts, district councils, rural 
districts and civil parishes within the Bridgend area covering the period 1883-
1997 were deposited by Bridgend County Borough Bereavement Services. 
The records, which consist of indexes, burial registers, grave registers and 
purchase registers, amount to 157 volumes. These registers were in everyday 
use by the department until the information was transferred into a database 
five years ago. 

The Motorway Archive Trust Records 
Accession: 2010/303
Reference: DMAW
The Motorway Archive Trust was established under a Declaration of Trust in 
1999 and registered as a charity in January 2000. Its object is to advance 
public education by acquiring and making available at local and national 
repositories archives relating to the creation of the British motorway network. 
In Wales a Regional Committee has been formed to carry forward this work, 
leading to the publication of the book 'The Motorway Achievement. Building 
the Network in Wales' (2010). 
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The collection records the development of motorways across the Welsh 
region. Keen to maintain the archive as a whole the Trust deposited the 
collection at Glamorgan Archives.

Caerphilly Male Voice Choir
Accession: 2010/332
Reference: D733 
The choir was established in 1906, however the earliest deposited record 
dates from c1967 and they continue to c2004. The records consist of 
committee minutes, concert programmes, correspondence, photographs and 
engagement diaries. The choir has toured the USA and in 1977 it sang in 
Westminster Abbey at the memorial service for the late Foreign Secretary 
Anthony Crosland MP.
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Appendix II

Number of Visits
TOTAL (those made as 

part of a group)

No. of 
Groups

Documents 
Produced

Sep-Nov 2009 977 (80) 10 1850

Dec 09 – Feb 10 560 (338) 16 603

March – May 2010 1543 (607) 33 2732

June- August 2010 1416 (179) 21 2589

Sep-Nov 2010 1973 (608) 45 2631

Remote Enquiries Website Hits

Sep-Nov 2009 959 7871

Dec 09 – Feb 10 938 8788

March – May 2010 954 9212

June- August 2010 893 13876

Sep-Nov 2010 1037 13143
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Interesting enquiries

A researcher contacted us looking for information on Glyndwr Michael and his 
family in asylum records. Michael’s body was used in Operation Mincemeat of 
April 1943 by British Intelligence to deceive the Germans over military 
operations in the Mediterranean. We were able to refer him to the Glamorgan 
County Asylum records (reference DHGL/).

A PhD candidate researching ageing, emotion and identity in Britain from 
1937-1970 requested access to the records of the Hendre Home for the 
Elderly (reference DHFE). We were also able to direct her to other relevant 
collections.

A gentleman researching past captains of the South Wales Police RFC wrote 
to us. He is trying to establish a Captains’ Board, and we were able to refer 
him to photographs of past teams and some match programmes that are held 
as part of South Wales Police collection (reference DSWPA).

The Clerk to Clutton Parish Council contacted us trying to find deeds of the 
Miner’s Welfare Hall in Clutton, south of Bristol. Morgan, Bruce and Nicholas 
Solicitors of Cardiff (reference DMBN) acted on behalf of the South Wales 
Miners Welfare Organisation who held the Miner’s Welfare Hall in Clutton. 
Although we were able to provide a copy of the catalogue, the deeds were not 
part of the collection.

A gentleman who portrays a Second World War policeman at “living history” 
events contacted us as he was interested in the duties of a police constable 
during this period. The records of Cardiff and Glamorgan Constabularies 
(references DCONC and DCON) were suggested, and he was invited to come 
along to the office to view them - in uniform, if possible!

The Cabinet Policy Officer from RCT Council visited the office as part of a 
project to establish a war memorial in Pontypridd. He was attempting to 
establish the boundary of the former Pontypridd Urban District Council in 
order to correctly identify which soldiers should go on the memorial. He was 
able to do this by consulting the Ordnance Survey 25 inch plans, which 
display authority boundaries.  

The searchroom was also visited by an entrepreneur looking for plans of old 
mines in South Wales, which he plans to pump full of water, pressurise and 
use to generate hydro-electricity. We were able to refer him to the records of 
the NCB (reference DNCB) as well as the Department of Health & Safety 
abandoned mine plans (reference DHSE), amongst other sources.  
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Appendix III

Local and Family History Groups

Glamorgan Family History Society Bridgend Branch 15

Glamorgan History Society 10

Llantrisant History Society 42

Llandaff North History Society 7

Gelligaer History Society 7

Rosemary Boyns family history class 10

Llandaff Church Group 19

Julie Daniel family history group 12

Heath Women’s Institute 16

Welsh Railways Research Circle 15

Wenvoe Tuesday Group 12

Monthly public tours, Sep-Nov 33
Professional Organisations

Careers Wales Ambassadors Workshop 20

SWIF 12

Peoples Collection Learning Advisory Group 9

NIACE 2

RCT Officers 3

RCT Librarians 3

South East Wales Libraries Consortium 30

Royal Commission 15

Careers Wales 14
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M4 Archives 3

MAPLE 20

Pontypridd Museum work experience students 2

CyMAL  Advisory Council 20

South Wales Record Society 15

National Museum Library Staff 4

Cardinal Newman school visit 16

Worcester Record Office 3

LLUK 6

Cardiff University Library staff 7

Careers Wales and Special Schools 6

Careers Wales Teacher Familiarisation Day 7

Glyn Vivian staff 7

Cardiff Council Job Evaluation Workshops 84

Wales and South West Regions Archives and Records 
Association

52

Pat Evans Management Training Workshop 5

Beatty Smith Depositor Tour 1

First Friday Group 6

Colin Thomas Hughesovka Lecture 23

Quest staff 1

Cardiff Council Audit staff 1

Cardiff Council Facilities Management staff 2

CLOCH Project Management Group 10
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ARA Meeting
The Wales Region and South West Region of the Archives and Records 
Association met at Glamorgan Archives in November.  The meeting was 
attended by 52 archivists and conservators and was an excellent opportunity 
to showcase the building to colleagues.  The theme of the meeting was 
‘Innovation: New Buildings and New Ways of Working’ and included a talk by 
the Glamorgan Archivist on the operational impact and opportunities of the 
new building. Another speaker explained the on-going research into the 
economic impact of capital projects in the archive domain.  The Glamorgan 
Archivist gave a telephone interview to a consultant exploring this issue later 
that week.

There were also contributions from other professionals who are at various 
stages of relocating their services and advice on seeking HLF funding for 
large-scale building projects. The attendees were given on a tour of the 
building. The meeting was sponsored by Link 51, who supplied the racking for 
Glamorgan Archives.  Rob Dakin, from Link 51, wrote ‘I just wanted to take a 
moment to thank you and the team for having us on Monday and also for the 
excellent tour and meeting we had with you and the ARA.  We at Link 51 are 
very proud to be associated with the new Glamorgan Archive building and are 
very grateful for the opportunity that you afforded us by allowing the meeting 
to be held at the new building.’

CyMAL Advisory Council
At the invitation of the Glamorgan Archivist the council met for the first time 
since its inception outside CyMAL’s Aberystwyth offices at Glamorgan 
Archives.  The Minister received a brief tour before the meeting as he was 
leaving early for a budget debate.  Other members toured the building before 
lunch.  The meeting took place to a backdrop of riot police training in the 
football stadium car park and included a presentation on the Cardiff Library 
rare books collection recently transferred to Cardiff University.

Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments (Wales)
Commissioners meetings are regularly arranged at heritage sites in Wales 
and we were pleased to host the annual 2 day meeting in the new building 
and to provide tours to Commissioners. 

ITea and biscuits
Glamorgan Archives participated in Age UK’s country-wide ITea and Biscuits 
campaign in September.  The campaign aims to demystify computing for older 
people by offering basic training and confidence building exercises. Staff ran 
the training sessions during the week beginning 20 September, each followed 
by a cup of tea, biscuits and an opportunity to chat with other participants.  
Feedback from attendees was overwhelming positive.  Participants were 
given advice on basic computer skills and on how to use online family history 
sources such as Ancestry and Find My Past, both free to use at the Archives.  
A representative from BT attended the sessions; his role was to offer technical 
advice to the participants.  The Archives will also be taking part in the BBCs’ 
First Click campaign in 2011.
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Careers Wales
A Careers Wales Business Ambassador workshop took place at Glamorgan 
Archives in September.  The course was attended by 17 employers interested 
in developing or enhancing links with local schools and colleges.  
Representatives from large organisations such as Asda and Tesco attended, 
as well as those from smaller local companies such as Bristol Channel Diving 
Services. Some local authority services were also represented.  They were 
shown how to use their knowledge of their employment sector to help young 
people to find out about the world of work.  Heather Mountjoy, Archivist, spoke 
to delegates about Glamorgan Archives’ involvement with the Education 
Business Partnership teacher placement scheme and the benefits ensuing to 
both local teachers and the Archives.

Public lecture
In a new venture, Colin Thomas, documentary film-maker, gave a lecture on 
‘Whatever Happened to Hughesovka?’ at Glamorgan Archives on 15 
November.  The evening lecture was held in Rhondda and attended by 22 
people, including several descendants of those whose families went out to 
work in Hughesovka, a student studying Russian history and the Consul to 
Lithuania.  Colin Thomas has been involved in the Hughesovka story for many 
years and showed extracts from his television series and radio plays on the 
subject. Arranging an evening lecture was a learning experience in terms of 
how best to advertise such an event but it was very well received and 
requests have been made for a future programme of events.  The author Rod 
Heather who has recently published an account of the Hughesovka settlement 
visited to discuss with the Glamorgan Archivist a possible publicity event 
which could form part of such a programme.

Group visits
The Welsh Railways Research Circle came for a tour in September.  Fifteen 
members of the group attended, not only from Wales, but also further afield in 
England, all sharing a common interest in the railway heritage of Wales.  The 
visit provided an opportunity to display some fine railway documents and the 
group were delighted to see railway maps, photographs and drawings, as well 
as letters of Isambard Kingdom Brunel from the Dowlais Iron Company 
collection.  Feedback from the group was very positive with the co-ordinator 
writing: ‘I have had a number of comments from members who attended ....full 
of praise for you and your team.  We were all impressed with the freedom and 
ease with which we were able to access/search the databases to see if the.. 
Office had any material relevant to a particular line of enquiry.  Your 
representative display of some of the archives held was equally fascinating.  I 
for one was delighted to see a letter written by I.K. Brunel.  As you said it has 
been a big operation to move into this new purpose built building with room to 
expand as and when required.  It is a marvellous facility and one of which I am 
sure you and all the staff are immensely proud. Not only are the facilities so 
user friendly but the staff were most welcoming and helpful and the site is 
easily accessed with good transport links.’


